
SENTRY IQ® Grow Room Environment Control

SIMPLY TAKE 

CONTROL 
OF YOUR GROW

®



ABOUT US

When Surna Co-Founders Brandy and Stephen Keen began growing cannabis to help medicate Stephen’s epilepsy, 
they became frustrated with the HVAC equipment available at the time. It was meant for comfort cooling, and they 
wanted something designed specifically for the challenges of indoor cannabis cultivation. In a sweltering Austin, TX 
garage in 2006, they built the foundation for what would grow into the Surna we are today, innovating the cannabis 
and controlled invironment agriculture industries and striving for efficiency.

Now with a team of experienced engineers, 
technical advisors, and project managers, Surna 
has completed over 800 cultivation projects and 
has been serving the cannabis industry for over a 
decade. Brandy Keen is proud of the partnership 
cultivators have found in the company she 
helped to build, stating, “We started looking at 
mechanical designs and energy efficiencies in 
cultivation facilities all the way back in 2006, 
well before this industry “green rush” really 
happened. We made mistakes back in 2008 that 
other companies are just now making. So that 
experience and that longevity really sets us apart.”

Our experience serves to provide you with a 
custom design that you can rely on. Whatever 
your goals are, we can sit down together and 
create a solution:

surna.com  |  info@surna.com  |  303.993.5271

Surna was one of the first manufacturer 
members to understand the need to 
know how to be more efficient. 

— Derek Smith,  
Executive Director and Co-founder  

Resource Innovation Institute, Portland, Oregon

If we didn’t have Surna, we wouldn’t 
have been able to deliver the high-
quality crops we have.

— Nic Borst,
Durango Cannabis Company

Surna’s proprietary energy-efficient 
climate control systems help reduce 
energy consumption and allow growers 
to get better yields.

— Tony McDonald,  
Surna President and CEO

Surna Cultivation Technologies provides energy and water efficient solutions that allow 
growers to meet the unique demands of an indoor cultivation environment.

PRODUCTS
• HVACD Equipment

• Lighting
• Benching
• Controls

SERVICES
• Licensed MEP Engineering
• Floor Plans & Architectural 

Design
• Odor Mitigation
• Installation Support
• Preventative Maintenance
• Local Troubleshooting & Repair



GO BEYOND  
CHECKING BOXES
Take control
THE SURNA SENTRYIQ® CONTROLLER PROTECTS 
YOUR ENTIRE LINEUP.

• Use a comprehensive precision system to manage  
your most stable indoor facility climate— 
control temperature, humidity, CO2, and lighting.

• Access real time data on each room, and even  
specific zones within rooms.

• Monitor conditions in real time through a sleek  
digital dashboard complete with trending data and  
alarms to take swift action.



MORE THAN JUST A PRETTY INTERFACE.
For accurate visibility in your grow rooms, we go beyond snappy interfaces or turning  
things on and off. Surna SentryIQ® features proprietary controls sequences with  
predictive algorithms essential to optimum climate control.

ALWAYS KNOW  
WHAT’S GOING ON. 

Surna SentryIQ® controls temperature, 
humidity, CO2, and lighting. It’s 
dashboard signals changes in real time, 
with alerts quickly indicating action 
you need to take to hold grow rooms—
and sub-zones—at specific values.

BETTER MANAGE 
LARGE INDOOR FARMS. 

Orchestrate the mechanical equipment in 
each room, efficiently removing heat caused 
by overhead lights. Operate single room  
panels, unaffected by others. Manage lighting 
schedules and dim zones.

MAKE IT EASY ON YOURSELF. 

Centralize control with a direct digital  
control manufacturing company, with 
distinguished experience in mechanical 
systems and integration of controls, units, 
and facilities.

Pictured  top to bottom: Surna SentryIQ® home 
screen and Surna SentryIQ® chiller plant view. 



After all you’ve invested in your grow, the last thing you want 
is sick or dead plants, rotting harvests, or batches that test 
positive for contamination.

WHAT’S AT STAKE?

GET REAL ABOUT YOUR GROW. 
You need the right equipment to protect your hard work and 
investments.

YOU’LL BE GOOD TO GO.
Surna SentryIQ® implements sophisticated controls sequences. 
Our system provides a more intelligent solution — area by area — 
preserving the growth cycle.

CONTROL ENERGY COSTS. 

Surna’s SentryIQ® can calibrate a facility’s cooling system to 
account for high intensity lights. Save energy, drive costs down, 
and avoid waste.

ANALYZE HISTORICAL TRENDS  
AND NEXT STEPS.
Surna SentryIQ® also provides analytical data to use for historical 
and trending data. Reduce or eliminate the need  
for manual intervention.

REDUCE TIME SPENT CHECKING DETAILS.
Unlike residential units, industrial-grade equipment requires 
more complex controls. Let the system do the work. 

REDUCE TIME SPENT RECORDING DETAILS.
Skip paper log books, tracking room by room. Get all the facts at 
once to make real-time decisions.



®

Ready to Take Control?
Get In Touch

WWW.SURNA.COM

INFO@SURNA.COM

(303) 993-5271


